Aesthetic Rejuvenation of the Face and Neck

Presents the latest surgical and non-surgical techniques used in facial aesthetic rejuvenation.

In the current environment of "lunchtime facelifts" and "light lifts" that often produce poor results, this book fulfills the need for a text that takes a careful, detailed approach to describing high-quality aesthetic facial rejuvenation procedures. Dr. Connell, the senior editor, is a recognized world expert on facial rejuvenation surgery, and his co-authors offer a wide range of perspectives and expertise in the specialty.

Key features:
- Written by experts from around the world, most fellowship trained by Dr. Connell
- Presents techniques that provide long-lasting results and are proven to be safe
- Enhanced with more than 650 full-color illustrations and photographs

During his over 50 years in practice Dr. Bruce Connell has trained about 50 fellows and given international annual teaching programs. In addition, hundreds of surgeons have made a pilgrimage to watch him operate and learn from this master surgeon.
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